Data Scientist

SmartUQ, a rising analytics company in Madison, has several full-time/part-time positions open for a data scientist. Your primary responsibility will be to help our engineers develop and optimize the back-end of our analytics software. You will join a team of passionate big data experts and talented developers.

Primary Responsibilities
- Work closely with solution managers to understand the technology and requirements
- Develop advanced data analytics methods and implement them in R or C++
- Prepare unit and system test cases and perform tests

Required Qualifications
- MS/PhD in machine learning, statistics or related fields
- Solid coursework and experience in statistics and R
- Project experience in data analytics
- Strong interpersonal communication skills, proactive attitudes, aptitude for solving challenging problems in a team environment

Preferred Qualifications
- Familiar with C++
- Web-based applications development experience
- Knowledge of optimization, HTML and Matlab

Our company is seeking highly-analytical and driven data scientists to continue to improve and optimize our advanced data analytics algorithms. You will craft new ways for our analytics platform to read and analyze data and also help to refine our existing suite of features. You will be working closely with a team of software engineers to implement your work, so ability to collaborate and work in teams is a must.

If you think you’re a good fit for this role, please submit your cover letter and resume to contact@smartuq.com. Please indicate “Data Scientist” in the subject line of your email.